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Okada Ari

Okada Ari is a player character played by hornick.1)

Okada Ari

Species: (Minkan)
Gender: Male
Height: 5'11“ (179cm)
Weight: 170lb (77.11kg)

Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: 13A Star Army Pilot

Rank:

 Santô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Orders: Orders

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'11” (179cm)
Mass: 170lb (77.11kg)
Measurements:
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Build and Skin Color: Ari has stocky build, kept muscled and slim by farm life. His skin tends to stay
pale and burns rather than tans.

Eyes and Facial Features: His face is open, honest, and lantern jawed with a short broad nose. His
smile is wide and almost constant. His eyes are a dark brown and barely slant upwards.

Ears: Large, and tilt just a little too much outwards.

Hair Color and Style: His hair is blonde and kept short. It fades from an unruly inch and half at the top
of his head down to skin at the sides.

Distinguishing Features: His hands are covered in thick callouses that are obviously from hard work. A
layer of tiny nicks and scars run across his knuckles.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Ari is friendly and kind, with the breed of stoicism and drive that comes from seventeen
years of honest hard work on his family's farm. He's motivated, having so far spent his military career
training to do what he's dreamed of his whole life and lacks both the cynicism and the wisdom of a more
experienced pilot.

Likes: Engines, Fighters, Anything Fast, Hard work (especially mechanical)
Dislikes: Harsh language, Anything with tentacles, Math that doesn't involve engines, farming
Goals: Becomes a fighter ace and see the galaxy!

History

Family (or Creators)

Father- Okada Saeming
Mother- Okada Sei
Twin sisters- Kumi and Anne age 14
Brother- Hisashi age 10

Pre-RP

Ari grew up the world of Anisa, working on his father's small farm from the time he could walk. From a
young age though Ari dreamed of space. Even he doesn't know how it started, but as far back as he can
remember his walls were decorated with posters of space fighters and the pilots who flew them. As he
got older, Ari took to anything with an engine, the larger the better, to satisfy him and, when finally
turned 17 he wasted no time in enlisting.
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Skills

Communications:

Ari is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Heis fluent in Nepleslian and Yamataian. Ari can speak and write
both correctly and efficiently, and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Fighting:

He has received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. Ari is skilled
and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons he is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor as well as the
grenade and energy rifles expected of enlisted soldiers.

Technology Operation:

Ari is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. He is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Mathematics:

Ari received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry. And he hates it.

Maintenance and Repair (Cars, Trucks):

He spent much of his time growing up learning and working on the vehicles of his father's farm. Ari's
developed not just a knowledge of how to make engines work, but also how to repair them on the fly with
little spare parts. At least to keep them working long enough for a proper repair.

Starship Operation (Fighters):

Ari loves to fly and has a knack for it, but it's not second-nature to him like it is to some. He didn't
graduate flight school top of his class, but he did clock the most simulator time, study harder, and study
later than the rest. Ari wants to be the best, and he's put in the hard work to get there.
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Inventory

Okada Ari has the following items:Star Army Standard Issue Items

Finances

Okada Ari is currently a Santô Hei in the Star Army Reserve.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Okada Ari
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Pilot
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
Orders Orders
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